THECAPRI 2.0The beautiful door

Creating products that we are proud to manufacture and you will
ill be
b proud
d to
t own

The Capri 2.0 promises...

home improvement
Advanced design characteristics and superior components
coupled with an uncompromising commitment to structural
integrity and quality workmanship come together to produce a sliding door that is a cut above the competition. The
Capri 2.0 was designed and appointed to deliver high performance and enduring elegance. Better built, better equipped,
better looking than its competitors. Built with your satisfaction
in mind. The Capri 2.0 simply BEAUTIFUL.
We invite you to compare!

vistapatiodoors.com

The Capri 2.0
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT THE CAPRI 2.0
Standard Features Include:
 5 5⁄8" frame depth
 All Vinyl multi-chambered mechanical

frame
 Mechanically fastened with oversized

sash rails
 Flush mounted, injected molded,

screw covers give the interlocking rail
a smooth cleaner appearance
 Double weather stripping at the

interlocks
 Fixed panel installation brackets
 Jamb Pocket covers
 Hidden door stops
 Tandem Vista Glide Precision Rollers
 Milano Extended “C” door handle with

elongated inside and outside grip
handles
 Standard Twin-Point lock with

Anti-Slam feature
 Heavy duty fly screen with steel

rollers, lock, interior and exterior pulls
 High Fin weather stripping used

throughout
 Hi-efficiency 1" Low e and argon

sealed units. (Lifetime Warranty)
 Available with transoms, brick molds

and extensions which are seamlessly
integrated with the Capri 2.0

Made in Canada with
North American Supply Partners.

The Capri 2.0 Difference
Vista Clip Stationary Locking Panel

Vista’s unique, patent pending, “Easy Clip” fixed panel locking system
eliminates the need to drill visible holes through the fixed sash. This
ingenious clip securely locks the door in place, no additional screws are
needed.
The "Easy Clip" coupled with doors stops that are discretely positioned within
the the frame eliminate the clutter caused by the conventional keeper/
bumper combination found in most competitive models.

Finished Frames and Elegant Sashes

A defining feature that sets the Capri 2.0 apart from the field is the bolder,
richer appearance that is created by an elegantly robust frame combined
with jamb pocket covers that are designed to cover any installation screws.
The Capri 2.0's sashes feature wider top,side and bottom rails (up to 3⁄8 of an
inch wider) than competitive models and are finished with injection molded
screw covers that are flush mounted onto the sash at the visible screw
ports, thus eliminating the groove that is necessary on patio doors that
use conventional sliding screw covers. The result is neat, clean, beautiful
sightlines.

The Smoother, Quieter Vista Glide Precision Roller

Vista Glide rollers run smoothly, quietly and effortlessly on an anodized
aluminum roller track. You will definitely feel the difference when you open
and close your Capri 2.0 but,this door runs so quietly we dare you to hear the
difference.
Vista Glide rollers are available with either metal or nylon wheels.
The choice is yours.

Custom Accents
Decorative Grills and V-Groove Glass

 ¼" X 5⁄8" rectangular or contoured grills are available in white or two-tone to match any

exterior finish.

 ¼" X 5⁄16" square or pencil grills that match many of our Verona lock finishes
 V-Groove etched glass

All Decorative grills and V-Groove are available in Colonial and Prairie Pattern. Vista Patio Doors Inc will
make every effort to accomodate your needs if custom patterns are required.
¼" X 5⁄8" Grills
COLONIAL PATTERN

PRAIRIE PATTERN

WHITE

¼" X 5⁄16" Grills
PEBBLE

BRUSHED BRASS

CHOCOLATE BROWN

CHROME

IVORY

BRUSHED NICKEL

BRIGHT BRASS
COMMERCIAL BROWN
BLACK NICKEL
SANDALWOOD

CONTOURED WHITE

Exterior Finishes

Internal Mini-Blinds

Below are our standard colours:

Attractive blinds, within a low-e
sealed unit provide privacy and
energy efficiency at the same
time. Because care has been taken
to eliminate the unsightly frame
accessories found in other patio
doors, there is little reason for costly
window coverings.







Sandlewood
Commercial Brown
Ivory
Chocolate Brown
Pebble

Our door is available in a wide variety
of exterior colours. Custom colours
are available upon request. Let your
imagination decide.

Locks and Secondary Security
Milano Twin Point Locking Hardware
with Anti- Slam Feature

The Milano grip set features sleek elongated interior and exterior pulls. the
Milano is available in solid white (figure 1), solid black and various two-tone
combinations that match most of Vista’s standard exterior colors. All Capri 2.0
door locks come with a twin point locking system that includes an anti slam
feature (figure 2) that prevents the lock from engaging (hooks out) unless
the door is in the fully closed position. This prevents any breakage, damage
or the need for constant adjustment. (Optional key locks are available)
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Secondary Security (Optional)

Add a Guardian top lock or a Kicklock , or both, for added security.

GUARDIAN TOP LOCK

KICKLOCK

BRIGHT CHROME

BRUSHED CHROME

ANTIQUE BRASS

BLACK NICKEL

BRIGHT BRASS

Upgrade to the luxurious Verona series of locks, in six stunning metallic
finishes, chosen not only to stand on their own but also to provide a beautiful
compliment to our line of metallic grills. The Verona series boast the same
internal features as our Milano Series. (Optional key locks are available)

BRUSHED NICKEL

Verona Twin Point Locking Hardware
with Anti-Slam Feature (Optional Upgrade)

Technical Information
Sizes and Configuration (Custom Sizes are available in all Configurations)









59 ½" X 79 ¼"
71 ½" X 79 ¼"
95 ½" X 79 ¼"
59 ½" X 81 ¼"
71 ½" X 81 ¼"

89 7⁄16" X 79 ¼"
107 7⁄16" X 79 ¼"
143 7⁄16" X 79 ¼"
89 7⁄16" X 81 ¼"
107 7⁄16" X 81 ¼"

or



or

or







116 3⁄8" X 79 ¼"
140 3⁄8" X 79 ¼"
188 3⁄8" X 79 ¼"
116 3⁄8" X 81 ¼"
140 3⁄8" X 81 ¼"

89 ¼" X 79 ¼"
107 ¼" X 79 ¼"
143 ¼" X 79 ¼"
89 ¼" X 81 ¼"
107 ¼" X 81 ¼"

Ratings
The Capri 2.0 meets and exceeds the following testing standards for North America:
Test Results – AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440-11
Air Leakage

Average air leakage
0.20 (L/s-m²)

Water Penetration
Passed Water
Penetration
requirements at
400 Pa
(with and without
insect screen
installed)

A3

B4

Uniform Load

Forced Entry
Resistance

Auxiliary Test

Passed Structural
Load Pressure
requirements at
±2520 Pa

Passed Grade 10

Passed Operating
Force and Deglazing
Test

C3

F10

Vista Warranty

Lifetime Limited Warranty on PVC
Lifetime Limited Warranty on Sealed Units
10 Year Limited Warranty on Blinds
10 Year Limited Warranty on coated PVC
1 Year Limited Warranty on Manufacturing Defects

The Capri 2.0

Beautiful any way you look at it!

Authorized Dealer

The Capri 2.0 is equipped with energy
efficient glass types.

vistapatiodoors.com

